
Crazy 2101 

Chapter 2101: can you fly? 

 

It turned out that the American agents who came to pick up amiola were all fake. 

The so-called transfer of Aurora was just a plan formulated by the Korean higher-ups. 

They wanted to use a fake exchange to force Amelia to reveal the secret of the kangzhou evidence 

room. 

“The plan was divided into two steps. The first step was to reason with Laura Mei, to let her understand 

her situation, to let her understand that only by cooperating with the Korean side could she regain her 

freedom. ” 

“However, this step had obviously failed. Amerolaia was unmoved. ” 

“So, Li Zhenzhu and the others began to carry out the second step of the plan, which was to let Zhao Yu 

suddenly appear and save amerolla, like a hero saving the beauty. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu would make use of her friendship with amiola to force her to tell him the secret. ” 

“The reason why the higher-ups of the Korean government had come up with this plan, other than 

wanting to know the location of Xi Wei’s Treasury, was to use this method to negotiate with the two big 

countries. ” 

“Since the hostages had been taken away, they could shirk their responsibility and reduce the pressure 

from the US. ” 

“According to the original plan, Zhao Yu would drive the car out of the tunnel and crash into Li Zhenzhu 

and amiola. Li Zhenzhu would then push amiola away and let Zhao Yu take her away. ” 

“After the robbery, Zhao Yu would continue to drive forward and cross a small bridge in the village. 

There was an explosive device buried under the small bridge in advance. When Zhao Yu drove over, he 

would detonate the bomb and blow up the small bridge. ” 

“With that, it created the illusion that hanfang couldn’t chase. ” 

“However, to everyone’s surprise, just as Zhao Yu saw the signal and was about to make his move, 

another car rushed out from the darkness and intercepted Zhao Yu! ” 

“It was the same car that Zhao Yu had prepared. Not only had it deceived Pearl li, but it had also stolen 

Lola. It had also unexpectedly thrown a flash bomb at the Korean agents. ” 

The flash bomb was unexpected and caught the Korean agents off guard. They were all blinded. Some 

people even fell to the ground … 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

Zhao Yu was shocked. He quickly started the car and gave chase. 



Creak … 

“When Zhao Yu drove in front of Li Zhenzhu, he made an emergency brake and stopped the car in front 

of her. ” 

“Li Zhenzhu quickly opened the door and got in, while Zhao Yu stepped on the gas pedal and chased 

after the mysterious car that had stolen the amerolan. ” 

Crack … 

“Li Zhenzhu quickly took out her pistol and pulled the bolt. At the same time, she called her men 

through the walkie-talkie,””””How is it? How was it? All teams, report the situation …”” ” 

“””Motherf * cker!”” Zhao Yu stepped on the gas pedal as he shouted at Li Zhenzhu,””someone must 

have leaked the news! The timing is perfect!”” ” 

“””Right!”” Li Zhenzhu’s eyes widened in disbelief. Could it be … A US agent?”” ” 

“””I don’t know!”” ” 

“In a moment of desperation, Zhao Yu used the invisible accelerator to speed up the car. Only then 

could he see the tail lights of the mysterious car from afar. ” 

“””Hey, hey … Hey, hey …”” Hearing no response from the walkie-talkie, Li Zhenzhu fell down gloomily 

and roared angrily,””damn it!”” Who betrayed us? ” 

“””No wonder … Amiola was so fearless! I suspect that someone has already contacted her … Ah … Ah 

…”” ” 

“Just as they were talking, the two of them suddenly saw a burst of flames in front of them. It turned out 

that the small bridge had already exploded! ” 

“””F * ck!”” ” 

Zhao Yu looked at the detonator in his hand. He was about to detonate the car on the bridge! 

“However, when he looked up, he saw that the mysterious car had already crossed the bridge, and was 

blocking Zhao Yu’s car. ” 

“””I can’t believe …”” Li Zhenzhu was shocked.””They can even set off the explosives on the bridge. 

These people … Also … Hey … Hey Hey …”” ” 

“When Li Zhenzhu realized that Zhao Yu had not slowed down, she was shocked again and 

shouted,””””What do you want to do? Hurry … Hurry up and stop the car …”” ” 

“However, no matter how hard Li Zhenzhu tried to stop him, Zhao Yu had no intention of slowing down. 

Li Zhenzhu was so scared that she quickly fastened her seat belt! ” 

* Whoosh … * 

“The car sped along the tunnel. When it passed the broken bridge, Zhao Yu used the invisible spring 

launcher. The car suddenly jumped from the ground, drew a perfect arc in the air, and then successfully 

crossed the ten-meter long bridge! ” 



Bang … 

“The car landed on the ground and shook violently. Li Zhenzhu was so frightened that she kept 

screaming, while Zhao Yu controlled the car with all his might and continued to chase forward. ” 

“But, to Zhao Yu’s surprise, he couldn’t see the car. ” 

“””Eh?”” Zhao Yu looked left and right, but couldn’t find the car’s lights. ” 

“He had no choice but to use his invisible night vision and telescope. However, he was on a downhill 

slope. Although the tunnel was curved, the trees on both sides were not tall. ” 

“If there was a car moving in front of him, he would definitely be able to see it! ” 

This … 

“””Listen!”” At that critical moment, Li Zhenzhu suddenly heard something and quickly signaled to Zhao 

Yu. ” 

“Zhao Yu quickly lowered the car window, and sure enough, he heard a rumbling sound from the forest 

on his right. ” 

“This sound was very familiar to Zhao Yu, who had been through hundreds of battles. It was definitely 

the sound of a helicopter propeller! ” 

Buzz … Buzz … 

“Sure enough, as the roar became louder and louder, a huge object rose from the forest to the right. It 

was a helicopter! ” 

“””I’ll cut!”” Zhao Yu grinned in surprise.””That’s a really big background!”” ” 

“””Hey, hey, hey … Hey, hey, hey …”” Li Zhen Zhu quickly called through the walkie-talkie again, but the 

walkie-talkie was still busy. ” 

“Helplessly, Li Zhenzhu took out her phone and prepared to contact the headquarters. ” 

“However, how fast was the plane? ” 

“By the time Li Zhenzhu got through the phone, he was already gone. There was no time at all! ” 

No! 

“Zhao Yu couldn’t take this lying down, so he turned the car around and drove it into the forest where 

the helicopter was. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Li Zhenzhu was scared out of her wits. She quickly put down the phone and 

shouted,””are you crazy?”” ” 

“””Come!”” Zhao Yu drove the car into the woods, then shouted at Li Zhenzhu,””come and drive!”” ” 

“””You …”” Li Zhen Zhu’s eyes were almost bleeding.””Don’t tell me you want to jump off the plane?”” 

Do you think … You’re 007?”” ” 



“””Nonsense!”” In a moment of desperation, Zhao Yu pulled Li Zhenzhu to the driver’s seat. ” 

“Then, he leaned out of the window and quickly climbed out. ” 

“””Hurry up!”” Zhao Yu roared,””speed up! Any slower and I won’t be able to Jump Up!”” ” 

“””Crazy, crazy! Ah …””Li Zhen Zhu was angry and anxious, but she still subconsciously sped up and 

drove the car under the helicopter. ” 

“””Zhao Yu,”” she saw that the helicopter was already some distance away from the ground, so she 

shouted at Zhao Yu worriedly,””don’t do anything stupid. It’s too high, you can’t reach it. Mm … Mm …”” 

” 

“Feeling that she didn’t hear any response, Li Zhenzhu quickly turned her head to look outside, only to 

find that Zhao Yu had disappeared! ” 

“””Eh?”” Li Zhenzhu was shocked and quickly stepped on the brakes, stopping the car in the forest. ” 

“Immediately after, she jumped out of the car with the pistol in her hand. She looked up and saw that 

the helicopter had already risen to the sky and left the forest far away. ” 

“However, Li Zhenzhu could clearly see that there was really a person hanging on the landing gear of the 

helicopter! ” 

No way? 

Could this guy fly? 

Li Zhen Zhu calculated the distance and found it unbelievable … 

 

Chapter 2102: Who is the boss? 

 

“At such a high altitude, Zhao Yu, of course, couldn’t jump onto the helicopter. At the critical moment, 

he had to rely on the invisible aircraft to fly in mid-air and barely grab the landing gear of the helicopter. 

” 

“The plane was flying at high speed, and the huge propeller produced a strong impact, making Zhao Yu 

teetering. ” 

“He grabbed the landing gear tightly, still thinking about how to get into the plane. ” 

“The robbery in the movie was fake. After the cabin door was locked, it was impossible for anyone to 

open it from the outside. Even if he had the universal lock opener, he might not be able to use it. ” 

“Besides, the enemies inside the plane were not wooden stakes. They must be holding weapons in their 

hands. Even if he could rush in, he might not be able to subdue the enemy easily! ” 

“Taking a step back, even if he could rely on powerful props to subdue the enemy, there would 

inevitably be an intense fight. What if he caused the plane to lose control? ” 



“He still had the emergency evacuation ball with him, but it would not be worth it if amiola crashed with 

him … ” 

What to do? 

How about … 

Zhao Yu pondered … Should I just hold on to the landing gear and quietly follow them? Let’s see where 

they are going. 

“At that time, he could catch them off guard? ” 

“But … Zhao Yu was being thrown around by the wind and rain. Even though he had hooked his feet to 

the landing gear, he couldn’t guarantee how long he could hold on. ” 

How about … 

Zhao Yu began to think again. Should he use an energy booster first? 

“However, there were side effects to the energy booster. What if it took effect when they encountered 

an enemy? ” 

How about … 

“As Zhao Yu was thinking about whether he should strengthen the energy booster, a rope ladder 

suddenly fell down beside him! ” 

Eh? 

Zhao Yu was surprised and quickly looked up. 

“””Zhao Yu,”” amerolaia shouted in English,””quick! Let’s talk after you come up!”” ” 

Ah? 

This … 

“Zhao Yu was confused. First, he didn’t expect that he had already been discovered. Second, how could 

amiola be the one who threw down the rope ladder? ” 

Could it be … 

“Suddenly, a possibility popped up in Zhao Yu’s mind. He already had a premonition that there might be 

another reason for Aurora’s abduction. ” 

Alright! 

“Since you’re asking me to go up, I’ll go up instead of staying here and drinking the wind. ” 

“As the saying goes,””if it’s a blessing, it’s not a disaster, and if it’s a disaster, it can’t be avoided.”” I, 

Zhao Yu, am a crazy detective, and I’ve never been afraid of anyone. Let’s meet these big shots first! ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu pulled the rope ladder and climbed up to the helicopter’s cabin with both hands. ” 

Amelia quickly reached out her hand and pulled Zhao Yu into the cabin. 



“After entering the cabin, Zhao Yu immediately saw the situation in the cabin clearly. He saw a pilot in 

the driver’s seat and a co-pilot in the co-driver’s seat. ” 

“In the cabin, there were four other enemies with loaded guns. ” 

“These enemies were all wearing it, and their faces could not be seen clearly. ” 

“Of course, these people wearing helmets were not as friendly as amerolas. As soon as Zhao Yu sat 

down, they all aimed their guns at him. One of them even started to search Zhao Yu’s body. ” 

“In the end, Zhao Yu’s two pistols were both searched. ” 

“””Zhao Yu,”” amiola stared at Zhao Yu and said seriously,””I know you have a taser gun on your wrist! 

Can you please take it off yourself? ” 

“””Believe me, no matter what happens, you will always be my friend. I mean you no harm!”” ” 

I’ll cut! 

Zhao Yu’s eyes suddenly widened. He had already judged from her tone that she was not kidnapped by a 

group of strangers! 

“Instead, it was someone she knew. ” 

Could it be that … She really knew that someone would come to save her? 

“But, hearing amiola’s words, Zhao Yu had no choice but to roll up his sleeves and remove the Taser gun 

from his right arm. ” 

“””I’m sorry!”” Amilora looked at Zhao Yu apologetically and said,””I know that you were doing this for 

my own good! However, my mission has not been completed, so I can not work with you!”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Zhao Yu grinned, then looked at the helmets in the cabin and said,””then who are you 

working with? An American agent? Or … There’s another big Shot behind londee?”” ” 

“””Haha…Don’t think too much!”” Amilora smiled faintly and said mysteriously,””if that’s the case, 

wouldn’t I become a three-sided spy? ” 

“””Alright, since you want to know, I’ll let you meet my boss now!”” ” 

“Then, she looked around, and Zhao Yu followed her gaze. ” 

“After looking around, she smiled at Zhao Yu and said,””How is it? Do you see it now?”” ” 

“Seeing amiola’s mysterious smile again, Zhao Yu was even more confused. He immediately frowned 

and asked,””What do you mean? Your boss, is that you? You saved yourself? ” 

“””What the hell … Are you doing?”” ” 

“””Ha, no wonder people call you crazy detective!”” Amilora smiled and said,””in my plan, the small 

bridge that was blown up should have stopped you! ” 

“””I didn’t expect you to not only cross the bridge, but also catch up to the plane! ” 



“””You’ve really surprised me! “”Now that I think about it …”” Amiola recalled,””it wasn’t a coincidence 

that you were able to save Miao kun and londee in the house of sins!”” ” 

“””Also, londee’s plan was so thorough, and Jiang Kui was at his service, but in the end … He still lost to 

you! ” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Mellaura pouted and sighed.””Of course, I also lost to you!”” I thought I had already lied 

to you …”” ” 

“””You’re too kind!”” Zhao Yu cupped his fists and said,””Lola, stop joking. You’re definitely not working 

for yourself! Quickly tell me, who is your boss?”” ” 

“””To tell you the truth …”” Amiola’s eyes were still filled with mystery.””The thing I regret the most is 

that I chose to be your enemy during the Korea incident! ” 

“””Back in Morocco, when you saw through my disguise as a police officer, I already realized that you’re 

definitely not a simple person!”” ” 

“””Since …”” Zhao Yu’s eyes were wide open as he tried to persuade her,””you don’t want to be my 

enemy, then … Can we talk about cooperation? ” 

“””What exactly is in the evidence room of the Guangzhou police station?”” ” 

“””Hehe …”” Amiola smiled and said,””cooperation is inevitable! I said just now, we shouldn’t be 

enemies! ” 

“””As for what’s in the evidence room in Guangzhou and who my boss is, I will tell you the answer, but 

…”” Amiola suddenly changed the topic,””it’s not the time yet!”” ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Zhao Yu waved his hand and said,””I’m already in this state. Isn’t it time to announce 

the answer? Are you … Still hiding something from me?”” ” 

“””Haha …”” Amiola laughed.””You’re really sharp!”” Yes, I’m indeed waiting for some news. Zhao Yu, 

don’t worry, it won’t be long before you know the answer!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2103: You won’t understand my happiness 

 

“To Zhao Yu’s surprise, the helicopter didn’t fly for too long. In less than twenty minutes, the helicopter 

started to descend gradually, and finally landed on a very high ground.” 

“As it was pitch black, Zhao Yu couldn’t see his surroundings clearly. He could only vaguely feel that he 

seemed to be standing in a place similar to the dam of a reservoir, and the hard cement ground under 

his feet.” 

“After the propeller stopped spinning, the buzzing in his ears also disappeared.” 

“Just in case, the men with helmets tied Zhao Yu’s hands behind his back with a rope.” 

F * ck … 



“In the end, not long after Zhao Yu got off the plane, he understood something important.” 

“That was because he saw another group of people waiting for them next to the plane. In the center of 

this group of people, there was a person he knew standing.” 

“This person was none other than the chieftain of the Middle East, yousufu!” 

“””Zhao Yu …”” Seeing Zhao Yu being escorted off the plane, Yusufu had a complicated expression on 

her face. She said in English,””why do you always hang around?””” 

“””Tell me, what does it have to do with you? What are you doing?””” 

“””So it’s you?”” Zhao Yu’s eyes were wide open, and he looked very surprised.” 

“””Nonsense, who else could it be if not me?”” You SUFU’s face was livid as she said,””how did it … 

Exceed your expectations?””” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””it seems that I was overthinking it! I f * cking thought that 

my father-in-law was behind this again!””” 

“””You … What kind of stupid idea is this?”” You SUFU pouted.””Do you think that Female Miao leaked 

the news and kidnapped Lola Mei halfway, just to … Shake off the Korean side and take Xi Wei’s treasure 

for himself? You really are something!” 

“””A detective’s brain is really different …””” 

“Before she could finish her sentence, amerolaha had already walked up to her and hugged her 

affectionately. She then whispered in her ear,””” 

“””Zhao Yu has a GPS tracker on him. It won’t be long before the Korean agents catch up to us. We have 

to leave as soon as possible!””” 

“””It’s fine, it’s fine …”” You SUFU said indifferently.””As long as I can get you out, I’m relieved!””” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu saw how affectionate Yusoff and amerolan were, and immediately frowned. He 

then said in English,””chieftain, are you trying to be an old cow that eats young grass?”” You took the 

title of concubine?””” 

“””Hmph,”” Yu SUFU glanced at Zhao Yu and said unhappily,””you’ll never understand the chief’s 

happiness!””” 

“””So you’re saying … You guys … Were in cahoots from the start?”” Zhao Yu pointed at Aurora and 

asked,””but, londee almost killed you, but she didn’t save you.””” 

“””Can’t you tell? “”I did it on purpose,”” Yosuke said coldly,””I fell into londee’s trap on purpose so that 

I could show weakness to him and make him reveal his weakness!” 

“””Zhao Yu, I’m begging you, please don’t get involved in my business anymore, okay? I know you’re 

good, okay?” 



“””Miracle Island can’t stop you, the house of sin can’t stop you, and you’ve killed londee. Can you just 

stop competing with me?”” You SUFU said in a pleading tone,””I know you’re a great detective, a 

famous detective, and you want to know the truth!” 

“””How about this, I’ll tell you everything I know now, is that okay?””” 

“””You …””” 

“You SUFU’s attitude made Zhao Yu speechless, and he didn’t know how to respond!” 

“””It’s true that amiola is londee’s spy,”” Yosuke said,””but I knew it from the very beginning.” 

“””After londee’s disappearance, I relied on my personal charm and sincerity to move Miss Lola. I 

successfully incited her to defect and made her one of my people!””” 

Zhao Yu looked at him with disdain. 

“””Then, you insolent detective rescued londee and pushed me into an irredeemable situation. I knew 

that after londee came out, the first thing he would do was to settle scores with me!” 

“””As expected, he’s using amiola to capture me. What about me?”” You SUFU’s eyes widened.””So I 

beat him at his own game and deliberately let him catch me!””” 

“””Are you coaxing a child?”” Zhao Yu pouted.””If mellaura was already with you at that time, then why 

didn’t she shoot londee when we were at the house of sins?””” 

“””Because…Um …”” Yusoff glanced at amerolan.””Because she’s not a cold-blooded animal. We’re in 

charge of intelligence, not assassins!””” 

“””Besides, in that situation, it’s not even certain if you could get londee out of the house of sins …””” 

“””Are you coaxing a child?”” Zhao Yu frowned.””You were the one who framed londee into the house 

of evil. You let him catch you on purpose. Aren’t you afraid that londee would catch you and shoot 

you?””” 

“””No!”” “”I’m not afraid,”” she said, feeling good.””I’m certain that londee is an insatiable greedy man. 

Once he captures me, he’ll definitely torture me slowly and make me provide him with endless 

benefits!””” 

“””You’re really sick!”” Zhao Yu frowned.””Let londee catch him on purpose? What are you after? Are 

you looking for a beating?””” 

“””Actually, ever since Xi Wei’s death, I’ve been coveting his Treasury for a long time! However, he had 

not been able to find any clues, and his strength was really limited!” 

“””So, I asked londee to capture me so that I could snatch food from the Tiger’s mouth and snatch the 

seat Treasury from his mouth!””” 

“””You …”” Zhao Yu shut his mouth, not knowing what to say. Was this chieftain’s brain really sick?” 

“””Do you know … Why Jiang Kui dared to shoot londee?”” You SUFU continued,””actually, Jiang Kui and 

I had formed an alliance a long time ago. I found out about long Di’s plan through Jiang Kui!” 



“””Londee’s power is huge. He could get rid of Xi Wei’s daughter and even dared to lay his hands on the 

police station, he wouldn’t stop until he achieved his goal!” 

“””So, I was thinking, maybe I could make use of londee to pull the carpet out from under his feet. When 

he finds out about Xi Wei’s Secret vault, I’ll take action and cut him off!” 

“””Let amiola take the things away, then let Jiang Kui blow up the hole in the underground base, bring in 

the water from the reservoir, and drown londee and the rest …” 

“””It’s a pity that in the end, thanks to a crazy detective like you, we still failed at the last step …””” 

“””You have a big appetite!”” Zhao Yu frowned and complained,””you’re already so old, can’t you just 

stop? You’re already so rich! I can get whatever I want, so why bother?””” 

“””Wrong,”” you SUFU interrupted Zhao Yu decisively, then said without hesitation,””in order to live, 

one must have faith! I’ve been living for information my whole life, just like how Xi Wei desperately 

wanted a diamond!””” 

“””Information?”” Zhao Yu asked,””so, you’re saying that you’re playing such a big game just to get 

information about Xi Wei’s vault?””” 

“””Right!”” Yusoff nodded.””Xi Wei has imprisoned londee for so many years. In his vault, there’s not 

only his own intelligence but also the intelligence he obtained from londee!” 

“””If this information fell into my hands, I would be the well-deserved King of intelligence in the world 

today!””” 

“””Sick! For the sake of intelligence, you’re willing to throw away your life?”” Zhao Yu then asked,””from 

what you’re saying, it’s as if you can take all of Xi Wei’s treasure vault for yourself. So what if you save 

amiola?” 

“””You still couldn’t get the items in the evidence room in Guangzhou province, right?””” 

“””Hahahaha…Hahahaha …”” After hearing Zhao Yu’s question, you SUFU laughed out loud. He laughed 

for a few seconds, then said,””Zhao Yu, you’re underestimating me.” 

“””Aren’t you curious at all about how I got my hands on the fake hostage transfer to trick Amelia into 

revealing the secret?””” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu’s heart skipped a beat. He could tell how serious the problem was, so he asked in a 

hurry,””how did you get it?””” 

“Zhao Yu asked, but he was worried in his heart.” 

Could it be … That this matter is really related to my father-in-law? Was he really involved? 

 

Chapter 2104: half each 

 



The reason why Zhao Yu suspected his father-in-law was that it was Miao kun who had told him the 

secret operation plan of pretending to be an American agent to deceive amiola! 

“That night, in the Presidential Suite, Miao kun not only opened red wine for Zhao Yu and the others, 

but also explained the plan to Zhao Yu. ” 

“So, when the plan went awry, and amiola was suddenly kidnapped by a group of people, Zhao Yu was 

sure that someone had leaked the news. ” 

“When Zhao Yu saw from the helicopter that it wasn’t an American agent who had kidnapped Aurora, 

he naturally thought that his father-in-law, Miao kun, might have been the one behind all this. ” 

“If they kidnapped ah melaura halfway, then…It would be equivalent to leaving the Korean and 

American forces behind, leaving the clues to Xi Wei’s treasure firmly in their hands. ” 

“Even though he saw you SUFU appear later, this thought did not disappear. He still suspected that Miao 

kun had arranged for you SUFU to appear. ” 

“When they were looking for diamonds from South Africa, Miao kun had done the same thing. 

Fortunately, he had been quick-witted at the time. ” 

“Now, could he be playing the same old trick again? ” 

“Moreover, he felt that the reason you SUFU gave was a little far-fetched. Was an old man who was not 

short of money really willing to risk his life for the false title of the king of intelligence? ” 

“””You must be thinking the wrong way, right?”” You SUFU seemed to have noticed Zhao Yu’s worry, so 

she pointed down the mountain and said,””do you think I’m putting on an act for you?”” ” 

Zhao Yu followed her line of sight and saw a car appear at the foot of the mountain. The car was 

speeding through the mountains and would reach the top of the mountain in no time. 

“””You know …”” You SUFU then said to Zhao Yu,””why the National affairs Department and the 

Guangzhou Police Department carefully screened the things in the evidence room several times, but 

didn’t find anything?”” ” 

“””Oh?”” “”Why?”” Zhao Yu asked, trying to keep up with her. ” 

“””Because …”” You SUFU smiled coldly and said proudly,””my people have already gotten that thing!”” 

” 

“””Ah?”” Zhao Yu was puzzled.””If someone took the evidence, it’s impossible that no one would notice, 

right?”” ” 

“””Wrong! “”This is a typical logical error,”” Yu SUFU corrected with a finger.””My man didn’t take any 

evidence. He just destroyed the evidence! ” 

“””The evidence is still here, but the clues … Are gone!”” ” 

“As soon as she finished speaking, the car that was speeding over had already arrived in front of the 

crowd. ” 



“It was a black Mercedes-Benz. After the car stopped in front of Yusoff and Zhao Yu, the doors on both 

sides opened at the same time, and two men got out. ” 

One of them had obvious Middle-Eastern characteristics and should be Yusufu’s subordinate. 

The other was a typical Korean! 

“””Eh?”” When the Korean saw Zhao Yu, he was stunned. He quickly covered his face and asked Yusufu 

in English,””what the hell is going on? This man is a Chinese detective expert, how did you get him 

here?”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu recalled that he had indeed seen this face before! 

I think I’ve seen this person before at the conference in Seoul. This person should be a senior official 

from the National affairs Department! His position seemed to be higher than Li Zhenzhu and Wu 

Chengjun. 

No way? 

It turned out that the real traitor was here! 

“I really didn’t expect this, and I didn’t think of it this way. ” 

“However, this was only the beginning. The truly shocking thing was yet to come. ” 

“As the middle Eastern man opened the back of the carriage, a woman in a prisoner’s uniform walked 

out. ” 

“The woman was tall and slim, and she was handcuffed … ” 

No way? 

“Zhao Yu was dumbfounded. He didn’t expect the woman to be his wife, Xi menna! ” 

“””What else do you have to be afraid of?”” At this moment, Yusufu shouted at the Korean 

official,””you’ve already been exposed anyway! Don’t worry, I’ve already prepared the money and a 

new identity for you!”” ” 

“With that, she waved her hand, and someone behind her immediately brought a large suitcase to the 

man. ” 

“The man opened it and found that, in addition to cash, there were also passports, visas, and other 

documents. ” 

“””Alright!”” The man closed the box in satisfaction and nodded at Yusufu.””I heard that the chief is 

generous, and it’s true!”” ” 

“””Hahaha …”” Yusoff laughed as she shook hands with the man and said,””this is where I’m different 

from londee! Londee only thinks about how to make others yield, while I treat every single one of my 

partners as a friend! ” 



“””I wish you … A safe journey!”” ” 

“””Thank you! I wish you good luck too!”” The man entered the car with his suitcase and drove away … ” 

“After watching the car drive away, Yusufu turned around and said to Zhao Yu, ” 

“””Don’t misunderstand, this person is not mine, but Jiang Kui ‘s!”” You SUFU said,””there must be a 

reason why Jiang Kui is doing so well here!”” ” 

“””I don’t understand,”” Zhao Yu said, shaking his head.””Since there’s such a person, why would londee 

send amerolaand the others to break into the evidence room in Guangzhou? ” 

“””Wouldn’t it be over if we let this person quietly take out the evidence?”” ” 

“””Of course not!”” You SUFU said,””although this person has enough authority to retrieve the 

evidence, he will be useless after retrieving the evidence! ” 

“””Be it Jiang Kui or long di, they don’t want this chess piece to be destroyed! That’s why … They took 

the risk to go to the Guang Zhou police station. They didn’t want this person to be exposed …”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu looked at Xi Mengna and asked,””can you tell me now? What’s in the Guang Zhou 

evidence room?”” ” 

“As Zhao Yu asked, he saw the Middle-Eastern man hand a piece of paper to Yusufu. ” 

You SUFU didn’t even look at it and directly put it into her pocket. 

“””Alright! “”Since we’re at this point,”” you SUFU turned to Zhao Yu and said,””it doesn’t matter if I tell 

you! ” 

“””Here …”” He gestured to Xi menna and said,””Xi Wei has two precious daughters, so he gave the 

secret of the vault to his two daughters, half each!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu looked at Xi menena in surprise. He did not expect her to have a share of Xi Wei’s 

Treasury. ” 

“””Actually … It’s two pistols!”” You SUFU said,””Xi Wei gave two pistols to his two daughters. There are 

two strings of numbers engraved on the rifling of each pistol. The two strings of numbers together form 

a complete coordinate! ” 

“””So, if we want to find Xi Wei’s vault, we just need to find these two coordinates! Did I say it right? 

Miss Xi?”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Xi menna glanced at you SUFU in disdain and did not say a word. ” 

“””I’m really sorry about your sister!”” “”But I can’t do anything about it,”” she said to Xi menena.””It 

was londee’s idea. He hated your sister for locking him up in a dark prison for six years. He hated her so 

much that even his bones itched. ” 

“””So, none of us can save her!”” ” 

“””…”” Xi menna glared at you SUFU, her eyes filled with resentment. ” 



“””Before Tina was caught by londee, she suffered from londee’s crazy suppression. When she was on 

the run, she even lost the pistol that Xi Wei left for her and was placed in the evidence room of the 

Guang Zhou police station by the National Intelligence Department! ” 

“””So …”” You SUFU said to Zhao Yu,””what we’re looking for is that pistol.”” ” 

 

Chapter 2105: Inferno 

 

“””Here …”” You SUFU gestured to the note in her pocket.””Now, I’ve already gotten half of it! The rest 

will be up to Miss Xi menna!”” ” 

“At this point, everyone looked at Xi menna. ” 

“””That Korean official …”” Zhao Yu continued the topic of Yusufu’s conversation.””After getting this 

string of numbers, he erased the traces on the rifling? ” 

“””So, that’s why the people from the National affairs Department couldn’t find anything?”” ” 

“””Right!”” You SUFU laughed.””There’s no lack of evidence, so they’ve been at their wits ‘end!”” ” 

“””So, the fake hostage transfer plan …”” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened.””Was it also your idea?”” ” 

“””Yes, almost!”” You SUFU said,””after long di and Jiang Kui were both finished, that high-ranking 

official of the infernal court thought that he could clear his name and be a good person! ” 

“””So, when I found him and threatened him to continue to serve me, he was very unhappy! ” 

“””But …”” You SUFU’s lips curled up as she chuckled.””Time reveals a person’s heart. In the end, he was 

still moved by my sincerity!”” ” 

“””Was it because of the money?”” Zhao Yu interrupted, his eyes full of disdain. ” 

“””Who cares?”” You SUFU said,””I’m a man of my word. If he doesn’t want to cooperate with me, I’ll 

expose his identity as a spy. What awaits him is a prison! ” 

“””So, why not let him go to a small country and become a rich man with a lifetime of money that he 

can’t spend? ” 

“””Zhao Yu, you guessed right,”” you SUFU said.””I’ll let you guys compose a show about the transfer of 

suspects to attract your attention! ” 

“””So that Mr. Inferno can help us save Ms. Xi!”” Then, she gestured to Xi Mengna and continued,””he 

used this approval to successfully get Miss Xi out of the cell … ” 

“””Zhao Yu, did you notice?”” As she spoke, she put her arm around amerolan’s shoulder and 

said,””what I need is just that string of numbers and Simone! ” 

“””Actually, I’ve already obtained the two items. I don’t need to waste so much effort to get amiola 

back! ” 



“””But …”” Yosufu kissed amerolan’s face and continued,””this is the difference between londee and 

me! ” 

“””Humans are emotional creatures. They shoot people at will or take people’s relatives as hostages. ” 

“””So,”” Yusoff turned to face Xi menna and said with conviction,””Miss Xi, I’m the only person in this 

world that you can trust! ” 

“””I know that the pistol your father left you is gone, but you’re so smart that you’ll definitely remember 

the series of numbers. ” 

“””As long as you tell me, I promise to share half of Xi Wei’s vault with you. I can also protect your 

safety. I’m a man of my word! ” 

“””He’s definitely not like londee, who uses those vicious methods to force others. It’s too inhumane, 

simply …”” ” 

“””Don’t listen to him!”” Zhao Yu did not wait for Xi menna to react and quickly shouted at her,””Jiang 

Kui was also the chief’s man, but he was shot by the chief …”” ” 

“””No, no, no, no…”” You SUFU immediately clarified.””It’s true that I killed Jiang Kui, but … Jiang Kui 

was the one who went back on his word first … ” 

“””Our original plan was to drown londee and his men with the flood. However, due to an accident, 

Jiang Kui ran away on his own! ” 

“””Back then, I called out to him several times, but he ignored me and abandoned me. He was the one 

who betrayed me first … ” 

“””Miss Xi,”” you su fuyou said,””even though you and your father did those things on wondrous trace 

Island, I have to admit that your father and I are the best friends! ” 

“””So, I have an obligation to take care of you …”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Unexpectedly, without waiting for Yusufu to explain, Xi menna nodded and said,””in that 

case, let’s go! ” 

“””I’ve been locked up for too long, it’s time for me to get some fresh air! ” 

“””I’m telling you,”” Xi menna said with a smile,””I don’t trust you, but I don’t trust him even more!”” ” 

“Then, Xi Mengna looked at Zhao Yu. ” 

“””So,”” Xi menna gritted her teeth and said,””I will tell you the series of numbers! I can even find the 

pistol for you and let you see the number on the rifling for yourself!”” ” 

“””Wow, this is … Great!”” “”But please forgive me, I can’t unlock your handcuffs yet. Let’s … Let’s get 

on the plane first!”” ” 

“””Xi menna, is your brain rusty?”” Zhao Yu shouted,””you believe him? It’s better to believe in me than 

him!”” ” 



“””Zhao Yu, you were the one who rescued londee,”” Yusufu added fuel to the fire.””You were also the 

one who angered Xi Wei to death on Miracle Island! Can you just stop talking? ” 

“””What if Ms. Xi has a condition that I have to kill you before she’s willing to tell me the password? 

what should I do?”” ” 

You SUFU’s words surprised everyone at the scene. It was obvious that her words were too sinister! This 

was a clear reminder to Xi menna that she could propose such a condition. 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu couldn’t help but curse,””you old fart, you’re too mean! It was so wicked that it was 

smoking! I really misjudged you!”” ” 

“””Chieftain …”” Hearing Yusufu’s words, amerolan tugged at the corner of his clothes worriedly. ” 

It seemed like amerolaia didn’t want Zhao Yu to be in any danger. 

“””Hmph!”” At this time, Xi menna sneered at Zhao Yu and said,””this suggestion seems to be quite fair! 

” 

“””But …”” She showed a charming but cold smile, pointed to Zhao Yu, and said,””this man once saved 

my life on the island of wondrous traces! He saved me once again from londee’s hands! ” 

“””So, we’re even now. If you really want to fight to the death, we’ll talk about it next time! ” 

“””If …”” Xi menna smiled eerily,””there’s a next time!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu just stared at Xi Mengna and felt his blood boil, as if he had triggered something. ” 

“””Alright! “”If that’s the case …”” You SUFU looked at Zhao Yu.””Just pretend I didn’t say anything! In 

fact, I also don’t want to harm my nephew’s life! ” 

“””He’s a super detective, and there are many difficult cases waiting for him to solve … Hehe …”” ” 

“””Go to hell!”” Zhao Yu cursed. ” 

“””Alright,”” you SUFU looked at her gold watch and said,””it’s getting late, and the National affairs 

Department is already on their way, so …”” He turned to Zhao Yu and said,””it’s time to say goodbye!”” 

” 

“After saying that, he turned around and walked toward the helicopter with amerolan and the others. ” 

“””Wait a minute,”” Zhao Yu suddenly said.””Chieftain, you’re so smart. You should know the 

consequences of finding Xi Wei’s treasure, right? ” 

“””The day you find the treasure will be the day you offend the whole world! When that time comes, 

there will be countless people who want your life! That information will get you killed!”” ” 

“””I know, of course I know, but … That’s just how I am …”” You SUFU said indifferently.””Since I was a 

child, I liked to peep at other people’s privacy, so I was particularly obsessed with collecting information! 

” 

“””To be able to see the private information and secrets londee and Xi Wei had gathered, even if I die, 

it’ll be worth it … Hahaha …”” ” 



He then laughed and walked away with amiola in his arms … 

 

Chapter 2106: Don’t dare to be fooled 

 

“””By the way …”” After you SUFU had walked far away, she suddenly turned around and said to Zhao 

Yu,””I almost forgot something important!”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu, go back and tell your father-in-law that, after all, we have been friends for so many years. If 

he wants to buy information from me, I can give him a twenty percent discount! ” 

“””Don’t worry, I’ll definitely take care of you first!”” ” 

“””Come on!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and sighed.””You’d better think about whether or not you’ll be 

able to do this business! ” 

“””You’ve really gone senile. No matter how powerful you are, what you’ve found isn’t information, but 

mines that can explode at any time! ” 

“””You won’t be able to digest it!”” ” 

“””Even if I can’t digest it, I’d rather hold on!”” With an air of determination, she said firmly,””londee is 

so anxious about Xi Wei’s vault. There must be a secret he doesn’t want anyone to know in there! ” 

“””He’s the richest man in the previous world, so he must have a lot of things that we can’t imagine … 

Don’t you want to know?”” ” 

“””Alright then!”” Zhao Yu shrugged helplessly.””If you’re willing to die, then I’m willing to bury you. But 

I’m afraid that I won’t even be able to find your body!”” ” 

“””Don’t worry, nephew!”” You SUFU said seriously,””you can say whatever you want! I’m not an 

ungrateful person, I won’t kill you! ” 

“””I’m not afraid that you’ll leak my secret. On the contrary, I need you to help me do a promotion! This 

way, my business will also rise! ” 

“””But,”” you SUFU said mysteriously,””if you and Miao kun are smart enough, you’d better not spread 

my secret. That way, when I find Xi Wei’s vault, you can do an exclusive deal with me!”” ” 

“””Tell me, isn’t this the truth?”” ” 

“””Your grandmother’s leg!”” Zhao Yu said unhappily,””since you’re leaving soon, then…Can you agree 

to my last request?”” ” 

“””Oh?”” You SUFU showed an impatient expression.””What else do you want?”” ” 

“””There!”” Zhao Yu nudged Xi menena with his chin.””I’m just going to kiss Miss Xi goodbye. That’s not 

too much, is it?”” ” 

“””You …”” Xi menna was surprised. ” 



“””Not too much, not too much!”” You SUFU laughed.””I still remember when we were on Miracle 

Island. After Xi Wei had us under control, Miss Xi took the initiative to kiss you goodbye in order to take 

revenge on you. Why? do you want to return the favor?”” ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” “”Are you addicted to this?”” Xi menna looked at Zhao Yu with a complicated 

expression. ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” Zhao Yu pouted.””You should know better than me whether I’m addicted or not, 

right?”” ” 

“””Alright?”” “”You don’t think I don’t dare, do you?”” Xi menna leaned closer to Zhao Yu. ” 

“””Alright?”” Zhao Yu stuck out his tongue.””Come over if you have the guts!”” Who’s afraid of who?”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Xi menna took a few more steps forward.””Come over then …”” ” 

“””Hey, hey, hey …”” ” 

“But at that moment, Yu SUFU suddenly waved at his men, and they immediately stopped Xi menna and 

Zhao Yu. ” 

“””No, that’s not right!”” You SUFU stared at Zhao Yu cautiously and said,””Zhao Yu, you’re not trying to 

play any tricks, are you? ” 

“””Everyone knows that you’re Miao kun’s loyal son-in-law. You must have ulterior motives for flirting 

with Miss Xi! ” 

“””No, too many people have fallen for your tricks. I don’t want to repeat Xi Wei and londee’s mistakes 

…”” ” 

“With that, Yusufu shot a look at two of her subordinates, who immediately restrained Xi menna and 

brought her to the plane. ” 

“””So,”” you SUFU snapped her fingers, then said to Zhao Yu from afar,””it seems safer for you to send a 

flying kiss!”” ” 

“””Bye! ” 

“””Remember our agreement. I will sell you the first-hand information. I’m leaving …”” ” 

“After saying that, Yusoff finally boarded the plane with amerolan. ” 

“When she was boarding the plane, she turned around and glanced at Zhao Yu. There was a flash of 

nostalgia in her eyes, but it quickly disappeared. She lowered her head and got into the cabin. ” 

“After that, Xi menna was also brought onto the plane. She also turned around to look at Zhao Yu when 

she was on the plane. ” 

“However, in Xi menna’s eyes, it was not nostalgia, but an expression of pride and determination … ” 

“Finally, the door of the plane was closed. The propeller gradually accelerated, and in the blink of an 

eye, it flew high into the sky and disappeared into the night … ” 



“At this time, there were only two cars and seven of Yusoff’s men left on the top of the mountain. ” 

“Seeing the plane fly away, these people left Zhao Yu where he was, then began to pack up and get 

ready to leave. ” 

“From the looks of it, they really didn’t want to make things difficult for Zhao Yu. ” 

Alright! 

“However, even if they didn’t make things difficult for Zhao Yu, it didn’t mean that Zhao Yu wouldn’t 

make things difficult for them. ” 

“””Everyone, don’t be in such a hurry to leave. Can we … Have a talk?”” At this time, Zhao Yu stuck out 

his tongue and said to these people,””since your boss has left, then hurry up and kneel down and 

kowtow to me, and beg me to spare you!?”” ” 

“However, Zhao Yu was speaking in Chinese, so none of you SUFU’s men could understand him. They 

were still preparing to leave, and no one left him. ” 

Oh … So embarrassing! 

Zhao Yu raised his right hand and wiped his sweat. 

“As a result, the enemies were shocked when he wiped his sweat. ” 

“Zhao Yu’s hands were tied behind his back, so how could he have wiped his sweat? ” 

“””Eh?”” ” 

“The man closest to Zhao Yu was stunned, but Zhao Yu had already punched him in the face! ” 

Ah … 

“Zhao Yu’s punch was ruthless, and the man suddenly fell on his back. ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“The rest of the people were shocked. They didn’t understand how Zhao Yu had managed to break free 

from the ropes. Seeing Zhao Yu’s actions, they quickly pounced on him. ” 

“However, as soon as they rushed up, the lights on the car suddenly went out, and the top of the 

mountain was suddenly plunged into darkness! ” 

“Then, a series of tragic wails came from the darkness … ” 

…… 

“Twenty-five minutes later, several police cars arrived at the top of the mountain at lightning speed. ” 

“At the forefront was a modern SUV. The car stopped at the top of the mountain, and several armed 

special police officers rushed out of the car. ” 

“After the special police arrived, they immediately surrounded the two black cars on the top of the 

mountain. ” 



“At this time, Zhao Yu was sitting on the engine hood of one of the cars, and he seemed to be getting 

impatient. ” 

“””Zhao Yu!”” “”Are you okay?”” Li Zhenzhu asked Zhao Yu, concerned. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Zhao Yu looked at his watch and pretended to be regretful.””You guys are too slow …”” 

” 

“””What … What …”” Just as Li Zhenzhu was about to ask about the situation, she suddenly realized that 

the car behind Zhao Yu was shaking non-stop, and there were moans of pain coming from inside. ” 

“””This …”” ” 

“Li Zhenzhu hurriedly gestured, and the special police immediately opened the door. They were 

surprised to see that it was filled with people! ” 

“These people were tall and had ropes tied around their bodies. Some of them were unconscious, while 

others had swollen noses and faces … ” 

“””Who are these people?”” Li Zhenzhu asked, her eyes wide open. ” 

 

Chapter 2107: latest instructions 

 

“Just as Li Zhenzhu was questioning Zhao Yu, Miao kun, Li Jing, and the others had arrived at the scene 

in their cars. ” 

“””It turns out that all of this …”” Zhao Yu said loudly on purpose.””It was all the work of chief you 

SUFU!”” ” 

“””What?”” Before Li Zhenzhu could speak, Miao kun was the first to panic.””Is it that old fart?”” How 

could it be him? It’s impossible for him to have such great ability!”” ” 

“””Miss Zhen Zhu,”” Zhao Yu said,””we have all been tricked by them. The real traitor is not your 

superior, Wu Chengjun, but Wu Chengjun’s superior!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu described the person’s appearance. Li Zhenzhu’s mouth was wide open in surprise.””You 

mean … Our national affairs department’s inspector, qu xijun? ” 

“””No way? “”He … He’s …”” Li Zhen Zhu wanted to say qu xijun’s faction, but she held back in the end. ” 

Zhao Yu estimated that qu xijun must have a powerful background. Maybe he was related to the green 

WA terrace. 

“””The most depressing thing is,”” Zhao Yu continued,””your officer even brought Xi Mengna out and 

handed her over to chief Yusoff!”” ” 

“””What?”” Everyone was shocked by his words. ” 

“””He … He got Xi menna out? This …””Li Zhenzhu was shocked. ” 



“””This person was originally Jiang Kui’s spy …”” Zhao Yu immediately told her the ins and outs of qu 

xijun. After he finished, he pointed to one of the cars and said,””there’s a dashcam in this car. If you 

don’t believe me, you should have recorded the whole process! ” 

“””And …”” Zhao Yu pointed at you SUFU’s men, who had been beaten black and blue by him.””These 

witnesses can all prove that what I said just now was true! ” 

“””Your officer took a box of cash and a new identity and ran away,”” Zhao Yu said, looking at his 

watch.””He’s been gone for about half an hour. Why don’t you look for him? maybe you can stop 

him?”” ” 

“””A new identity …”” Li Zhen Zhu thought for a moment.””That is to say, he wants to leave Korea 

through formal channels?”” ” 

“””I thought so too,”” Zhao Yu said.””So, if we check the airport, passenger ships, and trains, it shouldn’t 

be difficult to find them! ” 

“””If we can find him, we’ll know …”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu …”” Miao kun rushed forward and asked with concern,””are you okay?”” Does that old man 

really want to kill you?”” ” 

“””Mm mm …”” Zhao Yu nodded hard.””At first, he wanted Xi menna to kill me, but she didn’t do it. 

Then, he was too embarrassed to do it himself, so he left his men behind … ” 

“””Fortunately, I managed to break free from the rope in time and beat them …”” ” 

“””1,2,3,4 …”” Hearing Zhao Yu’s words, one of the police detectives next to him counted the number of 

criminals and sighed in surprise. ” 

“Obviously, in his opinion, it was incredible that Zhao Yu could kill seven criminals at once. ” 

“””Then …”” Li Zhenzhu assigned the task of arresting qu xijun to her subordinates, then asked Zhao Yu 

in a hurry,””where did you SUFU and the others go?”” ” 

“””She left on a plane, straight up …”” Zhao Yu quickly told her about you SUFU. ” 

“What he said was the truth, without any exaggeration. ” 

“””To …”” After she finished, Li Zhen Zhu quickly asked,””which direction did it fly in?”” ” 

“””Over there …”” Zhao Yu pointed in a direction and said,””I’m afraid his wish will come true, and he 

will become the king of intelligence in the world today.”” ” 

“””He has the passwords to both of Xi Wei’s daughters. He must be looking for Xi Wei’s vault now!”” ” 

“””Damn it!”” “”Zhao Yu, you’re a super detective. Do you know where they’re going?”” Li Zhenzhu 

asked Zhao Yu with anticipation. ” 

“””Don’t mess around!”” Zhao Yu grinned and shook his head.””It’s already a miracle that I managed to 

keep my life!”” ” 



“””Officer li,”” Miao kun said to Li Zhenzhu,””it was a helicopter, after all. We should be able to find 

some clues.”” ” 

“””Why don’t you quickly ask your superior and ask the military to help you find it? ” 

“””Let’s not waste any time,”” Miao kun said worriedly.””If you SUFU finds the vault, the world will be in 

chaos!”” ” 

“””You don’t know this, but this guy likes to pry into other people’s privacy and extort them,”” Miao kun 

said, annoyed.””If he gets the information, he’ll definitely lose a lot of money! ” 

“””And …”” Miao kun said nervously,””I’m worried that he’ll be caught by the US agents. If that happens, 

we’ll be in for nothing!”” ” 

“””Do you know …”” Li Zhenzhu said gloomily,””how far can a helicopter fly in half an hour? ” 

“””Although our country isn’t big, it’s not easy to find such an airplane.”” ” 

“Although Li Zhenzhu said so, she still ordered her men to quickly take action. ” 

“””Tsk, tsk …”” Miao kun was still jabbering.””It’s really a double loss. Who would have thought that the 

idea was from that old man?”” ” 

“””Why didn’t anyone notice such a big loophole in your organization? This is really …”” ” 

“””Officer Miao,”” Zhao Yu quickly comforted him,””don’t worry, let’s think of another way! I think that 

Xi Wei is a very cautious person. Even if you SUFU knew the location of the Treasury, it wouldn’t be that 

easy to open it, right? ” 

“””Besides, Xi Wei has ruled the darkness Empire for so many years. He must have had a lot of things. 

Even if he were to move these things, it wouldn’t be an easy task.”” ” 

“””Mm, that’s true!”” Miao kun’s eyes lit up, and he quickly said to Li Zhenzhu,””since we already know 

that the thing in the Guangzhou police evidence room is a pistol! ” 

“””Then … Can we follow this lead and investigate?”” ” 

“””Good, good!”” Li Zhen Zhu picked up the phone and nodded in agreement. ” 

“””Xi Wei’s daughter’s pistol has been found by your country’s national affairs Department, so there 

must be a record or clue,”” Miao kun said.””Also, there is a high chance that Xi Wei’s vault is in your 

country! ” 

“””I’m begging you, you have to find him no matter what!”” ” 

“””Okay, okay …”” Li Zhen Zhu picked up the phone and was about to make a call, but the phone 

suddenly rang. ” 

She looked at the caller ID and quickly went to a secluded place to answer the call. 

“””Hello.”” Wu Chengjun’s voice came from the phone.””Zhen Zhu, listen carefully. I just received 

instructions that you don’t need to investigate the disappearance of the two suspects, amiola and Xi 

menna …”” ” 



“””Ah?”” Li Zhenzhu was surprised.””Why?”” ” 

“””Why?”” Wu Chengjun said heavily,””don’t you understand this logic? It’s actually a good thing for us 

that the two of them are missing!”” ” 

“””This …”” Li Zhenzhu scratched her head. ” 

“””Ahem!”” Wu Chengjun said,””who cares about the vault or treasure? what does it have to do with 

us? Even if we do find it, not only will it not benefit us, it might even cause some conflict! ” 

“””As for the information, it’s an international game and has nothing to do with us. Let’s not get 

involved …”” ” 

“””Zhenzhu,”” Wu Chengjun lowered his voice and said,””you have to know that the person who stole Xi 

Wei’s vault was not a lucky person, but a scapegoat! ” 

“””He has just taken the burden off our shoulders. We can push all the blame onto him. From now on, 

no one will put pressure on us! ” 

“””I’m just hoping that Xi Wei’s vault can be even better overseas!”” ” 

“””Oh … I see …”” Li Zhen Zhu’s expression was complicated, but she already understood what Wu 

Chengjun meant. ” 

“””So,”” Wu Chengjun continued,””your main task now is to capture qu xijun and clean up our internal 

department! ” 

“””About the Middle East, the criminals, the helicopter, the vault, you can just pretend …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2108: The most important question 

 

“””Zhao Yu, stop playing around …”” Miao kun pleaded with Zhao Yu in his own car. “”You killed seven 

of you SUFU’s men with your bare hands, but you didn’t stop you SUFU?”” ” 

“””I only killed seven of his men by luck,”” Zhao Yu complained.””You SUFU brought an entire company 

and even had a pistol!”” ” 

“””Alright, do you think I don’t know your capabilities? There’s no one else here, so don’t dawdle!”” 

Miao kun asked again,””what you said just now can’t be the real version, right? ” 

“””You’re so sly, don’t you know where you SUFU went?”” ” 

“””Okay, I’ll tell you the real version.”” Zhao Yu crossed his arms.””Yusufu asked me to tell you that after 

he finds Xi Wei’s vault, he will give you priority and even give you a discount …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu’s words left Li Jing, Ding Lan, and the others speechless. ” 

“””You …”” Miao kun was embarrassed. He clapped his hands and said,””I really underestimated this old 

man!”” I thought that after I spared him once, he would have already gone back to the Middle East! ” 



“””I really didn’t expect you to trick me again! ” 

“””The next time I see him, I’ll definitely kill him!”” ” 

“””Father-in-law,”” Zhao Yu suddenly said seriously,””don’t be too anxious. Maybe we’ll have news 

soon!”” ” 

“””What’s the news? Any news?”” Miao kun scratched his ears and cheeks anxiously.””Can’t you tell? 

The attitude of the Koreans had changed. If I were them, I would wish that Amelia and Simone were 

kidnapped! ” 

“””This way, they can pour all the dirty water on you SUFU’s head and shirk all their responsibilities! ” 

“””In my opinion, I’m afraid that this matter will just end like this, so …”” Miao kun asked again,””Zhao 

Yu, you’d better tell the truth!”” We have to find you SUFU, find Xi Wei’s vault …”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Li Jing agreed.””The situation is complicated now. When the US finds out about this, they’ll 

definitely do their best to search for it!”” ” 

“””If they get there before us, that would be terrible …”” ” 

“””I think …”” Xiao hang, who was sitting in the driver’s seat, said,””since you SUFU dared to do it so 

brazenly, maybe there’s someone powerful behind him?”” ” 

“””Otherwise, how could a small chieftain like him eat such a large plate of food?”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Ding Lan said,””those who dare to take on this kind of business, other than the National 

nature, are seeking death if it’s private. ” 

“””Even if the chieftain can find the Treasury, he’ll have to be alive to spend it. If you touch the interests 

of those big consortiums, you’ll definitely die an embarrassing death!”” ” 

“””If that’s the case, it’s even more dangerous!”” Miao kun said,””if you SUFU has reached an 

agreement with a major country’s consortium, then this information may be disadvantageous to us!”” ” 

“””Brother-in-law,”” Ding Lan asked Zhao Yu,””I see that you’ve been very calm. Do you already know 

what’s going on?”” ” 

“””I don’t have a number, but …”” Zhao Yu said,””I have a feeling that we can look at Xi Wei’s Treasury 

from a different perspective!”” ” 

“””Change the angle?”” “”What angle?”” Miao kun asked. ” 

“””What if …”” Zhao Yu said,””the chieftain can’t find Xi Wei’s vault at all?”” ” 

“””Oh? You can’t find it?”” “”Are you sure?”” Miao kun asked, his eyes wide. ” 

“””I’m not sure, but …”” Zhao Yu said.””If you SUFU didn’t find the vault, is it not a bad thing for us?”” ” 

“””This …”” Everyone looked at each other, wondering what Zhao Yu meant. ” 

“””You SUFU has successfully attracted everyone’s attention,”” Zhao Yu said.””I’m willing to bet that he 

won’t be able to find the Treasury! ” 



“””If you can’t find it, hehe …”” Zhao Yu showed a creepy sneer.””Then the one who will really suffer a 

double loss will be the chief himself!”” ” 

…… 

“Just as Zhao Yu, Miao kun, and the others were talking, in a villa somewhere in Seoul’s capital road, 

chief you SUFU’s long howl could be heard. ” 

“””Ah …”” He pulled out a gun from his waist and pointed it at Xi menna’s forehead.””You lied to me. 

You gave me a fake password on purpose, didn’t you?”” he roared. ” 

“””Take a good look at this house,”” Xi menna ignored the black muzzle and said coldly,””you know best 

whether I’m lying to you or not! ” 

“””Why would an ordinary house have such thick steel walls and a secret room like the one in a bank 

vault? ” 

“””Look at the size of this secret room. Does it fit the size of Xi Wei’s vault?”” ” 

“””But … But …”” Yusoff pointed at the empty room with a trembling hand and said excitedly,””where 

are the things inside? I don’t want an empty room!”” ” 

“””Chieftain,”” Simone said seriously,””I didn’t lie to you! You’re so smart, why don’t you think carefully 

before making a plan? ” 

“””You and londee, all you care about is the treasure and information. Have you never considered the 

most important question?”” ” 

“””The most important question?”” You SUFU’s brows furrowed.””What problem?”” ” 

“””My father died on Miracle Island. He died very suddenly,”” said Xi menna.””So, you guys stubbornly 

thought that he didn’t have time to deal with the vault, so the vault would just wait for you to find it, 

right?”” ” 

“””This …”” You SUFU seemed to have understood what Xi menna meant, and her face started to 

Twitch. ” 

“””But, why don’t you guys think about it?”” the corner of Xi menna’s mouth lifted as she said,””I may 

have been locked up in the military intelligence Department, but … I still have a sister!”” ” 

“””You … You’re saying … Oh …”” You SUFU trembled as she clutched her chest. She seemed to be in 

extreme pain. ” 

“””Yup!”” Xi menna said,””my father gave us a series of passwords, but that doesn’t mean that my sister 

and I don’t know each other’s passwords.”” ” 

“””Ah …”” You SUFU’s eyes widened in fear. ” 

“””So, if I can tell the exact location of the Treasury, my sister can do it even better!”” Xi menena gritted 

her teeth and said,””after my father suddenly passed away and I was locked up in the Military 

Intelligence Office. ” 



“””As long as my sister didn’t lose her mind, she would definitely move the Treasury at the first possible 

moment … ” 

“””Do you understand now?”” “”You and londee have made a fatal mistake. You should not have killed 

my sister!”” Xi menna said fiercely. ” 

“””Ah?”” You SUFU trembled as she said,””your sister … Your sister … ” 

“””Londee, that idiot londee! ” 

“””He thought that he would know everything after he forced your sister to tell him where the gun was. 

He didn’t expect …”” ” 

“””I know my sister’s character the best. Her personality is exactly the same as father ‘s! “”I believe,”” Xi 

menna said,””after she moved the Treasury, she would definitely kill everyone to prevent the news from 

leaking out! ” 

“””In other words, my sister is the only person who knows where the Treasury is!”” Xi menna’s eyes 

were filled with sorrow as she said,””since my sister has already been killed by you! Then my father’s 

Treasury will forever be an unsolvable mystery, and no one will ever be able to find it!”” ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” Hearing Xi menna’s words, Yusoff screamed hysterically, then pointed the gun at Xi 

menna again.””You knew from the start that no one would be able to find the Treasury, but you … You 

still dared to lie to me! ” 

“””I’ll let you go find your father and your sister now. Ah …”” ” 

Bang … Bang … Bang … 

“As the fire burst out, several gunshots were heard in the villa … ” 

 

Chapter 2109: destroyed by obsession 

 

“At FiveO’ clock in the morning, on the Open-Air Balcony of the hotel room, Zhao Yu stood in front of 

the railing, looking up at the endless darkness of the night above his head, his heart filled with infinite 

melancholy. ” 

“In his mind, he recalled the things that had happened between him and Xi menna on wondrous trace 

Island. ” 

“After all, he didn’t have much contact with Simone. Other than passing Grimm’s test with her, the only 

thing left for him was to expose the crime of Simone killing Molly. ” 

He knew very well that his relationship with Xi menna was only that of a detective and a criminal. 

“However, why was it that she could not let it go tonight? ” 

Was it because she wanted to punish him for that kiss on the island of wondrous traces? 



Or should he risk his life to save her from the water? 

Or could it be the determination in her eyes when she agreed to you SUFU’s conditions a few hours ago? 

“In fact, from the moment she revealed her eyes, Zhao Yu had already realized something. ” 

“As he did not have any obsession with Xi Wei’s Treasury, Zhao Yu was much calmer than londee and 

Yusufu when he looked at the problem. ” 

“A long time ago, he had been thinking about an important question. Could Xi Wei’s Treasury have 

already been moved? ” 

“After all, Xi Wei had two daughters! ” 

“Moreover, he had seen both of his daughters before. Especially when he was with his sister, Tina, at 

the house of sins, he realized that Tina’s personality was more like Xi Wei ‘s. ” 

“If Xi Wei was dead, then Tina should be the head of Xi Wei Corporation. So, if Xi Wei really had a 

Treasury, she would definitely deal with it. ” 

“Later on, when Zhao Yu saw that Tina had been killed by londee and turned into a headless female 

corpse, he naturally assumed that londee had already gotten all the information about Xi Wei from Tina. 

” 

“However, he did not expect londee to stubbornly continue to search for clues about Xi Wei’s vault. All 

of this did not make any sense. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu had reason to suspect that Tina might have confessed, but she didn’t tell the whole truth. 

She had only told londee the story about the two pistols. ” 

“Londee, who was blinded by hatred, had killed Tina early on. Or perhaps Tina had committed suicide to 

prevent londee from getting what he wanted … ” 

“Of course, this reasoning was just a deduction, and Zhao Yu couldn’t make an accurate judgment. ” 

“So, when Zhao Yu was being controlled by you SUFU, even though he looked harmless, he had not been 

idle in secret. ” 

The first thing he did when he jumped onto the helicopter was to attach one of his mobile phones to the 

chassis of the helicopter with invisible tape and turn on the camera. 

“At the same time, he also used a device called a copy camera, so that he could send the images 

captured by the mobile phone back to his mind in real time. ” 

“Then, he did the same thing. When amerola pulled him onto the plane, he attached a micro-listening 

device he had prepared earlier on her back. ” 

“This way, he could hear anything amerolaia could hear in his mind. ” 

“In fact, Yusufu was not careless. His men always carried a signal jammer with them. So, they weren’t 

afraid of Zhao Yu’s tracking device at all. ” 

“So, they only took away Zhao Yu’s weapons, but not everything. ” 



“Furthermore, you SUFU had already calculated the time. Even if the National affairs Department could 

locate Zhao Yu, they wouldn’t be able to stop them in time. ” 

“At first, Zhao Yu’s plan was indeed to stop you SUFU and her gang. ” 

“Although Yoakam had so many men with guns and amiola, who was good at fighting, Zhao Yu had too 

many props. He could use a few to stop Yoakam and his men. ” 

“However, he didn’t do that in the end, because he felt that you SUFU’s reason was a little far-fetched. 

Thus, he suspected that there was an even more powerful figure behind you SUFU. ” 

“Or, you SUFU really had an affair with Miao kun … ” 

“Therefore, he didn’t force her to do it in the end. Instead, he let her leave safely and then observed her 

movements through the cameras and bugs he had left behind. ” 

“They had a signal blocking device, but Zhao Yu also had an even more powerful signal booster, so they 

didn’t have to worry about not receiving any signal. ” 

“In addition, Xi Mengna’s sudden change in attitude, agreeing to work with Yoakam right in front of 

Zhao Yu, once again raised Zhao Yu’s suspicions. ” 

“From the determination in her eyes, he had already understood her intentions. He felt that there was 

something wrong with her change. ” 

“She was so smart, so she must have understood that as long as she said the password, she would have 

no value. How could she agree to you SUFU’s proposal so easily? ” 

Could it be that … She had other motives for doing that? 

“So, Zhao Yu had an ulterior motive when he proposed to kiss Xi menna goodbye. ” 

“He had wanted to make use of the intimate contact with Xi menna to use the invisible emetic and 

pseudo-death drug on her, so that she would “”die”” on the spot. ” 

“As long as Xi menna died, you SUFU would be completely out of pulse! ” 

“Moreover, Zhao Yu had already noticed that Xi menena had suicidal tendencies and wanted to take the 

opportunity to save her. ” 

“However, at the crucial moment, you SUFU did not fall for it, and did not give Zhao Yu the chance to 

come into contact with Xi Mengna. ” 

“At that time, Zhao Yu was struggling with himself. He only needed an energy booster to break free from 

the rope and launch a surprise attack. ” 

“However, if he did that, he would lose the chance to find out who was behind you SUFU and the truth 

about Xi Wei’s vault. ” 

“In the end, he gave up and watched as Xi menna left with Yusoff. ” 

Sigh … 



“Zhao Yu sighed, feeling a little regretful. ” 

“Later on, when he found out that his guess was correct through the wiretap and that Yusufu had found 

the empty Xi Wei vault, he had already realized that Xi menna might not be able to survive! ” 

“However, it was already too late … ” 

“If the vault they found was real, then Zhao Yu would definitely lead Li Zhenzhu and Miao kun to 

intercept them. ” 

“However, since the vault was empty, Zhao Yu obviously didn’t have to do anything more. Although Xi 

Wei’s vault had become an eternal mystery, just as he had said, this result was not bad for them! ” 

“Furthermore, you SUFU had already successfully become a scapegoat. Rather than leading people to 

arrest him, it would be better for Zhao Yu to let him go. ” 

“From then on, everyone would think that you SUFU had obtained the information and treasures in Xi 

Wei’s vault and would do everything she could to get him! ” 

“The chief’s life would truly not last. From then on, he would be on the run, wandering the world, and 

probably not even dare to return home … ” 

“Therefore, instead of capturing him, it would be better to do this to him … ” 

You SUFU had chosen all the consequences of her actions. 

“From Zhao Yu’s point of view, be it Xi Wei, londee, or the chieftain, they all seemed smart, but they 

were all ruined by their obsession. ” 

“The three of them had wealth that could rival a country ‘s, but they had to take a risk for the sake of 

their obsession. In the end, not only did they not get anything, but they had also lost everything they 

had … ” 

 

Chapter 2110: one against a hundred 

 

“Seven days later, in an abandoned villa on the capital road of Seoul. ” 

“Zhao Yu and Li Zhenzhu walked into the secret room on the bottom floor of the villa one after another. 

The secret room was empty, with only a few broken shelves. ” 

“””If our search is correct,”” Li Zhenzhu pouted and said,””this should be where Xi Wei’s vault is!”” ” 

“””I didn’t expect Xi Wei to really hide his Treasury in our country …”” ” 

“””This yard …”” Zhao Yu asked.””Have you searched the entire place? Did you find anything special?”” ” 

What Zhao Yu meant was naturally the corpse. 

“If she had been killed by Yusufu seven days ago, her body might have been left here. ” 



“””No…”” Li Zhen Zhu replied.””We have searched all of them, carefully! We only found a few bullets, 

nothing else!”” ” 

No way? 

“Zhao Yu had a strange feeling. He remembered that after he heard Yusoff shoot through the 

eavesdropper, he did not hear Xi menna’s voice again. ” 

“Logically speaking, the chances of Xi menna surviving were already very small, right? ” 

Could it be that … You SUFU’s men had moved Xi menna’s body away? 

“It was a pity that Zhao Yu’s signal booster had a time limit, so he didn’t know what happened to you 

SUFU after that. ” 

“””We checked the information on this villa,”” Li Zhenzhu said to Zhao Yu.””The owner of the villa was a 

businessman who came to Korea to do business, but after checking, it was confirmed that he was using 

a fake identity. ” 

“””Also,”” Li Zhenzhu continued,””in order to hide his identity, Xi Wei used different identities to buy 

almost all the villas in the vicinity!”” ” 

“””Is that so?”” Zhao Yu smiled.””So, you’re going to be busy? We’ll have to turn all these houses upside 

down, right?”” ” 

“””Hmph, what’s there to be busy with?”” Li Zhenzhu laughed.””It’s obvious that the things in the vault 

have been taken by you SUFU!”” ” 

Hehe … 

Zhao Yu laughed along. He knew that Li Zhenzhu was just being perfunctory. There were no fresh traces 

of movement in the vault. Even a fool could see that the things inside had been moved away a long time 

ago! 

“Therefore, Li Zhenzhu and the others must have realized that Yusufu might have gotten nothing. ” 

“However, this was also something that they had a tacit understanding of. Whether it was Zhao Yu or Li 

Zhenzhu, they both hoped to let Yusufu take the treasure. That way, they would have nothing to do with 

it! ” 

“Perhaps Li Zhenzhu realized that she couldn’t lie to the great detective Zhao Yu, so she laughed a few 

times in embarrassment. ” 

“Zhao Yu laughed in return, but he had thought deeper than Li Zhenzhu. He felt that from the size of Xi 

Wei’s vault, there must be a lot of treasures inside. ” 

“When Tina first moved these things, she was in a difficult time. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu had reason to think that the treasure that Tina had transferred couldn’t have been moved 

too far away. It was possible that the treasure was still in Korea, or even nearby! ” 

“However, the capital road was a vast area of 10000 square kilometers, so it was not easy to find it. ” 



“Besides, this was just a guess. After all, when Tina had moved the vault, londee had not been rescued 

by Zhao Yu yet. So, she might have had a way to move the treasure even further. ” 

“In short, Zhao Yu wasn’t stupid enough to look for the treasure. Although he had the metal detector 

and the X-ray vision device, it would still be like looking for a needle in a haystack if he didn’t have any 

clues. ” 

“Even if he really wanted to find it, he had to wait until the frozen area of his hexagram poem was 

unfrozen, and he could open a hexagram again. With the guidance of the hexagram, he might still have a 

chance. ” 

It seemed like … 

Zhao Yu looked at the empty vault and thought that the matter regarding Xi Wei’s vault could only come 

to an end. 

“No matter where you SUFU had escaped to, his days would definitely not be good. As for whether or 

not Xi menna was dead, that was the only thing they could do. ” 

“If he died, Xi Wei’s family would be dead. If he didn’t die, he would be imprisoned by you SUFU. ” 

“Zhao Yu felt that, based on Yusoff’s personality, he might have spared Xi menna’s life. ” 

“After all, Xi menna was the only person who knew Xi Wei and Tina. If he killed her, he would not be 

able to find any clues about Xi Wei’s vault. ” 

“Also, even though Tina, the only person who knew about this, was dead, it did not mean that there 

were no other people who knew about this. If he were to put in some effort to investigate Tina’s 

subordinates, he might be able to find out more. ” 

“Therefore, Yusufu probably wouldn’t give up on his dream of becoming the king of intelligence, right? ” 

“””By the way,”” Li Zhenzhu said to Zhao Yu,””I have two things to tell you. First, we have caught qu 

xijun!”” ” 

“””You’re right, he really changed his identity and wanted to take a plane to leave, so he was captured 

by us at the first moment!”” ” 

“””You’re really something,”” Zhao Yu said, grinning.””It’s been seven days, and you’re only telling me 

now? Where is your sincerity?”” ” 

“””I’m sorry,”” Li Zhenzhu said with a smile.””We have to confirm the information from him and make 

him say the other traitors, so we have to keep it confidential.”” ” 

“””Otherwise, those traitors who are related to him would have run away in advance!”” ” 

“””Oh? So, you’ve caught quite a few people?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””You don’t need to know about this!”” Li Zhenzhu was stunned.””In short, there is no problem with 

your confession! ” 

“””Whether it’s you SUFU’s men or qu xijun, their statements are exactly as you described! ” 



“””So, we have ruled out the possibility of you colluding with Yusufu …”” Li Zhenzhu winked at Zhao Yu. 

” 

“””Tsk!”” Zhao Yu snorted coldly.””You’re so petty …”” ” 

“””Actually,”” Li Zhenzhu said in a low voice,””even if you really colluded, it doesn’t matter! Don’t you 

know our attitude? We can’t wait to quickly draw a clear line between us and this matter!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu nodded. “”That’s more like it!”” However, we won’t do that kind of thing!”” ” 

“Even though Zhao Yu said so, he still considered his father-in-law as the prime suspect. Fortunately, 

Miao kun did not participate in the fight. Otherwise, he would not know what to do. ” 

“””But …”” Li Zhenzhu continued,””according to the big shots of Yusoff, they didn’t intend to kill you. 

Yusoff’s order to them was to keep you at the top of the mountain.”” ” 

“””Is that so?”” Zhao Yu shook his head,””he didn’t tell me directly!”” ” 

“””How did you … Break free from the rope?”” Li Zhenzhu was curious.””Those seven people have all 

received professional training. They can fight one against ten!”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu sneered.””I’m a crazy detective. I can fight one against a hundred! 7 people can 

only take on 70 at most, we’re still 30 away!”” ” 

“””Hehe …”” Li Zhenzhu laughed.””It seems that the title crazy detective is not for nothing!”” At Jiang 

Kui’s place, an entire squad of professional soldiers was taken care of by you. This is the first time I’ve 

seen someone like you! It’s almost as good as 007 …”” ” 

“””Don’t joke,”” Zhao Yu said solemnly.””Even 007 can’t take on a hundred people at once, right? 

Wahahaha …”” ” 

“At first, Li Zhenzhu was interested in complimenting Zhao Yu, but after seeing Zhao Yu’s arrogance, she 

suddenly lost interest. ” 

“””By the way,”” Zhao Yu laughed, then asked,””didn’t you want to tell me two things? What’s the 

second one?”” ” 

 

 

 


